Immobilized lysozyme protein on fibrous medium: Preliminary results for microfiltration applications
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The protein lysozyme was deposited onto a permeable support comprising chemically functionalized glass fiber. The main objective of this study was to set a stable organic net with no effect on the medium bed permeability and a preliminary test the activity of this enzyme under immobilized conditions. The film formation is followed by atomic force microscopy (AFM) surface imaging. The effect on the bacteria *Escherichia coli* was tested using a simple microfiltration column. The filtration results pointed around 75% removal of bacteria in the effluent when compared to the influent concentration. The removal mechanism is assumed as being essentially due to biointeraction. The surface polarity characteristics of the formed film were also considered as playing an important role, suggesting an electrostatic interaction mechanism in the microorganism removal.

Porous media alone is able to achieve some separation (by physical retention) for a broad range of ordinary contaminants present in liquids. However removal efficiency, especially in the case of wastewater pollutants is never totally effective when using a simple flow through a permeable medium. Numerous compounds such as chemical residues, organic matter, and fouling of tiny sizes are hardly retained by a filter medium, being, in most of cases, responsible for levels of toxicity commonly detected in drinking water (Mallevalle, 1996). A possible way to enhance removal effectiveness is to combine the separation process with the presence of living organisms, biopolymers or natural biofilms coatings in the filter cake, promoting interactions at molecular level (Bryers et al. 1990; Phelps et al. 1990; Weber-Shirk and Dick, 1997). The biopurification process is a very desirable clean-up technology employing active elements for in-situ removal, not only of bacteria and viruses but also for the degradation of chemical residues such as fertilizer and herbicide contaminants in water and soil (Bollag, 1996).

Some enzymes and biopolymers from animal-vegetable origin, such as the protein lysozyme have been suggested for developing trickling filters or bed reactors due to their specific activity of biocide upon bacterial agents (Moser et al. 1988). Lysozyme, also known as muramidase is a natural thermally stable enzyme found in colostrum, hen egg whites, and human nasal mucus and tears. It is characterized by multiples and complex structures and presents a distribution of charges on the molecular surface, defining hydrophobic and hydrophilic regions, according to the model constructed by Blake et al. 1965 and Kayushina et al. 1996.

A wide range of techniques for molecules fixation have been developed and are continuously improved. Amongst them, the covalent coupling on inorganic supports is one of the simplest and most used technique due to stability of enzyme attachment and existence of several strategies for improving the operational stability of the biocatalyst (Weetall, 1993). In particular, the self-assembled (SA) technique is a very simple and suitable way to build up thin protein films onto solid supports in a controlled fashion (Fender, 1996). The SA methodology is based on the spontaneous adsorption of polar molecules dissolved in
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water by the electrostatic attractions of oppositely charges between the molecules and the support (Whitesides, 1995; Lvov, 2000). In this work lysozyme films are self-assembled on a fibrous support (filter medium) made of glass fibers. Our goal is a preliminary evaluation of such immobilization procedure in forming a protein net in a permeable medium. We use the atomic force microscopy and the bacteria interaction in an aqueous medium to characterize de deposited medium.

**MATERIALS AND METHODS**

**Filter medium preparation**

The filter medium was prepared from commercially available glass fiber of 70-140 µm thickness. The fibers underwent chemical functionalization treatment, named ‘piranha’ method, that consists of a series of surface cleaning procedures in warm acid solutions using ultrasonic baths. This treatment enhances the glass negative surface charges and the corresponding hydrophilicity support index. The cleaned fibers was tightly packed inside columns, one inch internal diameter by one and a half inches high, and filled with distillated water. An aqueous solution of lysozyme from hen egg-white protein (Sigma) was prepared (as delivered) at a concentration of 10^−4 M (pH ~ 6.2) using ultrapure deionised water. The solution of protein was then poured into the columns where the solid surfaces were completely embedded for 15 min and then rinsed in distilled water. Sets of 10 columns were prepared for tests (5 with, and 5 without lysozyme immersed fiber). Figure 1 illustrates the fibrous medium aspect.

Fiber samples were randomly drawn from the medium in the column, in an as-activated state and after 5, 10 and 12 min of solution immersion. They were dried and then surface scanned by atomic force microscopy (TopoMetrix Discover) in non-contact mode in order to evaluate superficial features.

**Interaction tests**

*Escherichia coli* was used as the model microorganism for the filtration tests. *E. coli* is a gram negative, facultatively aerobic bacterium with simple nutritional requirements. The *E. coli* was cultured in minimum mineral medium at 37ºC for 24 hrs and then diluted in pure water. The bacteria concentration within the influent solution was 1008 col/100mL. The flux through columns was around 30 ml/min. The numerical evaluation of the removal was taken on the difference between colonies of bacteria measured in samples of feed and permeates streams. The data concerns an average of samples collected in 3-filtration sequences carried out for each column. The efficiency was performed by directly counting colonies in plaque-forming units, following Kawabata et al. 1996, relation:

\[
\text{Removal (\%)} = \frac{\text{PFU}_{\text{inf}} - \text{PFU}_{\text{eff}}}{\text{PFU}_{\text{inf}}} \times 100
\]

Where PFU<sub>inf</sub> and PFU<sub>eff</sub> are the concentration of the specimens in the influent and affluent suspension.

**RESULTS AND DISCUSSION**

The expected net structure is a total covering of all fiber’s faces. Since deposition proceeds under static conditions, the film formed due to electrostatic adsorption is believed to occur predominantly on the fiber surfaces immediately below the colloidal solution, *i.e.*, on the surfaces on which deposition may be favored by a gravitational action. Lysozyme deposition on flat horizontal surfaces is claimed to be propitious for the formation of stable films, despite the tendency to change conformation when adsorbed, as model proposed by Blomberg et al. 1994. Nevertheless most of its globular structure is preserved upon adsorption at the hydrophilic interfaces (Su et al. 1998).

In the packed fiber medium, the longitudinal directions are randomly distributed throughout the volume, and it is not precise to refer to a horizontal deposition in this situation, but rather to the dissimilar rates of aggregation along the circular faces of the fibers. Fibers in as-hydrophilic state were observed to present a certain surface roughness and then smooth as enzyme adsorption proceeds. Such a change permits an evaluation of the lysozyme deposition uniformity over immersion time by means of qualitative information obtained from AFM scanning. As shown in Figure 2, it is possible, based on the appearance of the deposited film, to assess the overall reduction in roughness intensity on the scanned surface. Numerical complementary roughness results can be found elsewhere (Assis et al. 2000).

After a 12 min immersion, excess formation of lysozyme can be observed. Previous studies imaging self-assembled lysozyme suggested that the assembly proceeds by nucleation and growth, while aggregation in solution may play an important role in the deposition features (Haggerty and Lenhoff, 1993; Wadu-Mesthrige et al. 2000).

It is clearly important that the immobilized enzyme should retain as much catalytic activity as possible. An interesting aspect regarding the SA technique is that the deposition takes place in the absent of intermediate coupling agent, that is, in the SA process most of the active sites remains unreacted during film formation. Another important feature is that the immobilized film do not exceeds the nanometer scale; consequently having no interference on the medium permeability. The medium density of the packing fibers measured along the columns was 0.55 gcm<sup>−3</sup>. That indicates a high porosity, since a fully density glass is in the order of 3 gcm<sup>−3</sup>. In addition, analysis by scanning electron microscopic showed that the void spaces in the fiber bed column lay in the range of 1-100 µm.

*E. Coli* is a bacterium of straight rod form with 0.5 µm in width by 2 µm in length, what is significantly shorter than
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the average pore size of the packed medium and therefore just a small fraction is assumed as retained by simple mechanical way. The bacteria easily permeate the medium, concerning the ratio of the pores to the organism diameter. The removal fraction is than result of the enzymatic action of the lysozyme in immobilized condition, as indirectly assessed by the graphical result of the filtration tests as show in Figure 3.

Electrostatic interaction is also assumed as an important process in bacteria retention. The E. coli presents an electokinetic mobility of \(-4 \text{ to } -6 \text{ (µm/s)/(V/cm)}\), which corresponds to a zeta potential of \(-50 \text{ to } -70 \text{ mV}\) (Madaeni, 1997). That can be a decisive factor for optimizes microorganisms adsorption into lysozyme surface since predominant positive charge is distributed over the enzyme molecule volume. Although there is a lack in fundamental understanding of electrostatic interactions between irregular polymeric charged surfaces and colloidal distribution in a solution (Myers, 1991), it is presumed that the fibers medium configuration favors the surface attraction and thereby contact between the species. The initial adhesion of the bacteria proceeds on film surface (i.e. bacteria is not imbedded in the film matrix), and the elimination achieved by the proteolytic action subsequent to the electrostatic attachment.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

Lysozyme enzymatic film grown on fibrous permeable medium is potentially suitable for applications in biofiltration systems. The enzyme is easily immobilized on permeable glass medium not interfering with the permeability of the system. The efficiency in removing E. coli was approximately high as 50% greater than the same medium without the film. Two removal mechanisms, enzymatic and physical attachment action are expected to occur during the bacteria interaction. Despite removal capability here demonstrated by means of preliminary tests, a broad or industrial application of lysozyme filtration system still requires further and deep investigations. Evaluation of the durability of system efficiency, regeneration aspects and a pilot-scale testing should be carried out to be than adequately compared to the existing approaches such as porous membrane conventional filtrations.
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Figure 1. Column set up with real aspect of the fibrous medium (SEM photomicrograph).
Figure 2. AFM aspects of the scanned surfaces where changes in topographical features can be observed:

(a) as-hydrophilic fiber.
(b) 5-minute surfactant immersion.
(c) 10-minute immersion.
(d) 12-minute immersion.

The decrease in superficial roughness indicates lysozyme deposition. Ridges observed after 12 min indicate excess of deposited enzyme.
Figure 3. Efficiency of the fiberglass medium, with and without immobilized lysozyme. Each point represents the average of three analyses.